
Salt Dough Snowflakes
Materials:

2 cups flour
1 cup salt

3/4 cup water
Paint of choice
Reusable straw

Outdoor Glue (to seal)
 

Instructions: 
In a bowl, combine the salt and flour. Add water gradually and mix well until it
forms a dough.

Knead the dough for a minimum of 10 minutes, until smooth and bouncy.

If the dough is too dry, add a tablespoon of water. If it is too wet, add more
flour.

Roll the dough out into a sheet that is ¼ – ½ centimeters thick. Make sure there
are no lumps or bumps.

Using cookie cutters or knives, cut the dough into desired snowflake shape

Use the end of a straw to cut a hole a 1/2 inch from the top—this is the hole
that you will string the twine or ribbon through

Bake in your oven and your lowest tempature setting until dry through

Paint and decorate as desired - use Outdoor Glue or Sealent to weatherproof
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Popsicle or Q-tipSnowflakes 
Materials:

Popsicle Sticks or Q-tips
Hot Glue Gun and Glue Sticks

Craft Glue
Adhesive Jewels or glitter

 
Instructions: 
Glue your first two sticks in a cross pattern, then
spread out consecutive sticks in a fanned pattern and
glue into place using hot glue. You can work
outwards by continuing to add sticks that cross
eachother. 

Try bending the Q-tips to create different shapes and
patterns.

Coat your finished snowflake in craft glue and add
jewels or glitter or paint.

 

 



Or get creative with:

Found sticks/greenery OR
clothespin and hot glue using the
same technique as the Popsicle

Stick Snowflakes
 

Craft Wire and Beads
 

Felt and Embroidery Thread
 

Leftover Foam from mailed
packages

 
Wood slice with wood burned

snowflake design
 

Old lace cut to shape and placed
on recycled plastic jar bottom

 
 
 

DIY Snowflake 
ideas


